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Health and Wellness Expert Shares How to Keep Your
Health and Wellness Top of Mind During the Holidays
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With the holiday season in full effect, it’s a great time to take account of your health and

wellness routine. While finding the time to focus on your health during the busy holiday

months can be difficult, there are some simple things you can do to help navigate the

season. Recently, Meghan Sowa, Health and Wellness Expert for The Bountiful Company

(a Nestlé Health Science Company), participated in a nationwide satellite media tour to

discuss health and wellness tips, along with vitamin and supplement recommendations.

A video accompanying this announcement is available at:

https://youtu.be/wNsp3oeyWuI
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Besides considering a well-balanced diet, staying active, getting rest, and drinking

enough water, vitamins and supplements are a great way to fill those nutrient gaps this

holiday season.

Whether you’re looking for immune support, a restful sleep, a multivitamin or vitamins for

your kids, the new Nature’s Bounty  Jelly Bean Line addresses top wellness needs in a

delicious (and convenient) form.* Each product is vegetarian, contains no artificial

flavors or sweeteners and is gelatin-free.*

Another way to support immune system health is with the new Sundown  Elderberry

Gummies. Each serving contains Vitamins A, C, D, and E, plus Zinc for immune support

and 100mg of Elderberry.* Known for their healthy properties, elderberries have a long

history of traditional use for wellness.

Daily life can sometimes feel stressful – let alone adding in the holiday shuffle. The new

Solgar® Daily Stress Support helps your ability to deal with mental and physical stress.*

One capsule per day helps support stress-related mental fatigue and the ability to stay

calm while building the body’s resistance to stress.* The new Solgar  Sleep & Stress

Support is a melatonin-free way to fall asleep quickly, feel relaxed and get a restful

night’s sleep, especially when experiencing occasional sleeplessness.*

Everyone wants to look and feel our best all year-round and one way to pamper

yourself is with the Nature’s Bounty  Advanced Hair, Skin & Nails Jelly Beans and

Gummies. From the #1 brand for hair, skin and nails◊, these items include twice the

amount of biotin as the brand’s original gummy formula to support beautiful hair, glowing

skin and healthy nails.*

To nourish your skin from within, try the Solgar® Collagen Hyaluronic Acid Complex.* It

helps boost skin collagen in just 12 weeks and increases skin elasticity and softens the

appearance of facial fine lines and wrinkles.*

Shoppers can go to Amazon.com now to learn more.

About YourUpdateTV:

 YourUpdateTV is a social media video portal for organizations to share their content. It

includes separate channels for Health and Wellness, Lifestyle, Media and Entertainment,

Money and Finance, Social Responsibility, Sports and Technology.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is

not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

◊Source: IRI Total US - Multi Outlet: Latest 52 weeks ending 9/26/21
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